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FMM Cutters
Arum Lily Cutter
Arum or Calla lilies are a perfect
addition to any type of celebration cake.
The Calla lilies can be made in a variety
of colours and includes a veiner.
Baby Cot Cutter Set
Creates a lovely 3D Baby Cot. This
cutter set is great for decorating baby
celebration cakes such as Baby Shower,
New Baby and Christening. Not only
can this set be used to create a 3D cake
topper the individual pieces can also be
used to decorate the sides of a cake.
Baby Feet Cutter
These clever little cutters produce baby
feet that are perfect for using with our
cup cake cutters and for making a baby
shower cake.
Bicycle Cutter
Cycling has become such a popular
hobby that we just had to create this
Bike Cutter Set for people who like their
cycling and their cake! This set can be
used as a cake topper or side design and
co-ordinate with FMM Bike Accessories
to create a fabulous celebration.
Bicycle Accessories Set
To complement our Bike Cutter Set we
have a bike accessories large tappit with
5 motifs including a small bike, jersey,
cycling gloves, helmet and water bottle.

Blossom Set Large (Set of 2)
Create medium and large blossoms.
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Bougainvillea Cutter Set
The set comprises of three petal cutters
and one veiner and is ideal for making
beautiful flower cake decorations and
cupcake decorations.

(B1)

Briar Rose Petal Cutters (Set of 4)
A wonderful classic flower that can be
made in 4 different sizes.

(R108)

Bridal Lily Cutter Set
Creates a wide variety of flowers from
one set of cutters - including alstroemeria, clematis, iris, all in one tulip and a
simple poinsettia. The set also includes a
former.
Easy Bunting Cutters
Contains 3 cutters that create bunting in
three different sizes. Each cutter in the
set cuts out 8 bunting shapes.
Approx measurements
Large: 35mm x 40mm x 40mm
Medium: 25mm x 30mm x 30mm
Small: 20mm x 25mm x 25mm

(B142)

(B143)

Jasmine/Calyx Cutter
A small calyx cutter which also
produces many varieties of Jasmine.

(J100)

Rose Calyx Cutters (Set of 3)
No rose would be complete without a
calyx.

(C111)
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Rose Calyx Cutter 45mm
These calyx cutters are suitable for use
with the larger 5 petal cutters and a
variety of other flowers.

(C113)

Rose Calyx Cutter 55mm
These calyx cutters are suitable for use
with the larger 5 petal cutters and a
variety of other flowers.

(C114)

Rose Calyx Cutter 70mm
These calyx cutters are suitable for use
with the larger 5 petal cutters and a
variety of other flowers.

(C115)

Easiest Carnation Ever Cutter
Create fabulously frilly carnations and
romantic frills with this set of two
carnation cutters. Makes a variety of
sizes from small carnations which
measure approximately 30mm to extra
large ones approximately 70mm in
diameter.

(C106)

Carnation Cutters (Set of 3)
An essential flower for many cakes.
Comprises 3 different sizes.

(C107)

Quick ‘N’ Easy Carnation 25mm
These cutters give deeper cuts and more
detail to make a beautiful carnation.

(C116)

Quick ‘N’ Easy Carnation 35mm
These cutters give deeper cuts and more
detail to make a beautiful carnation.

(C117)

Quick ‘N’ Easy Carnation 40mm
These cutters give deeper cuts and more
detail to make a beautiful carnation.

(C118)
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Fluffy Cloud Cutters (Set of 5)
This set of five cutters has been designed
to have many uses. They are perfect for
creating clouds, shrubs, trees, sheep,
speech bubbles and even muddy puddles!

Ph 02 9587 1533
(C127)

Christmas Tree Cutter
A traditional tree for the festive Christmas
season.

(C126)

Chrysanthemum Leaf Cutter
The obvious choice when making
chrysanthemums especially if using the
daisy collection.

(C123)

Creative Leaf Cutters (Set of 4)
Make a wide range of foliage i.e. lily of
valley, tulip, ivy, hydrangea, coleus &
daisies. Use with FMM Veiners.

(C110)

Cool Dude Cutter Set
Create cool dude motifs with this set,
using finely rolled modeling paste to
simply tap out the shape. This set
consists of a baseball cap, skateboard,
trainer, scooter and a games remote
control.

(C100)

Cup Cake Cutter 1 Blossom / Scallop
This unique cutter enables you to both
cut the disc for the top of your cup cake
and also the decoration to finish it.

(C119)

Cup Cake Cutter 1 Circle / Daisy
This unique cutter enables you to both
cut the disc for the top of your cup cake
and also the decoration to finish it.

(C120)
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Curved Merry Christmas Cutter
Create a ‘Merry Christmas’ inscription
from just one cutter, no need to cut
individual letters to create your message.
This cutter features our Art Deco font.

(A151)

Cymbidium Orchid Cutter Set
Comprises 3 pieces
Flower approx.70mm

(C112)

Dab-A-Dust
This handy little dabber allows the cake
decorator to perfectly control the amount
of icing sugar or cornflour required when
working with sugar paste, flower paste or
gum paste.

(DAB)

Daffodil Cutters (Set of 2)
Simply change the colours to create a wide
variety of daffodils and narcissi. Comprises
2 pieces - Flower approx 45mm

(D113)

Dahlia Cutter Set
The Dahlia is a daisy-like vibrant
colourful flower that looks spectacular on
wedding and other celebration cakes.
Not only can different types of Dahlias
be made from this set, you can also make
beautiful Water Lilies, Chrysanthemums,
Fantasy Flowers and much more.
Daisy Cutters (Set of 3)
Set of three simple traditional daisies.
Daisy Gerbera Cutters (Set of 5)
Use the Daisy Collection cutter set to
make these simple yet elegant flowers to
decorate any celebration cake. Used
individually, the daisy makes a simple
statement but grouped together, creates a
fabulous arrangement fitting for any
occasion. The cutter enables you to make
many kinds of daisies as well as other
flowers including Gerberas and
Chrysanthemums.
www.hollywoodcake.com.au
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Elements Cutter Set
This handy Elements cutter set, contains
Grass, Icicles, Waves and Flames cutting
strips. Use with fondant, modelling and
sugar paste to create the perfect edging
for adding side designs to a variety of
cakes such as superhero, beach themed,
Christmas and frozen celebration cakes.

Ph 02 9587 1533

(E100)

Exotic Lily, Embossers & Former Set
Creates beautiful large lillies. A classic
and popular choice for many brides. The
set includes veiners and a former.

(E143)

Fuchsia Cutter
Creates beautiful fuchsia flowers.

(F132)

Picket Fence Cutter
Create picket fences quickly and easily.

(FENCE)

Garrett Frill Cutter
Four frill widths - 12, 20, 25 & 30mm

(G107)

Geometric Cutter Set
Comprises 4 circles, 3 squares & 3
ovals. Various sizes of each.

(G109)

Get Sporty Cutter Set
Create fun sports themed sugar
decorations using this cutter, containing
a football, football boot, rugby ball,
football shirt and a trophy to create
sporting icons and to add to smaller
cakes.
www.hollywoodcake.com.au
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Curved Happy Birthday
Create a ‘Happy Birthday’ inscription
from just one cutter, no need to cut
individual letters to create your message.
Entwined Hearts Cutter
Create elegant Entwined Hearts with this
innovative cutter. No need to cut two
hearts as this cutter does it all in one
piece. Easy to use, the unique design of
this cutter means that it can be used flat as
a side design on a cake or used as a cake
topper.
Hole in One Cutter Set
Create fun golf decorations for cakes,
bakes and cupcakes with this golf cutter
set. Easy to use, the cutter features 4
classic golf designs including a golfer, a
golf club, a set of golf clubs and a flag on
a putting green.

Ph 02 9587 1533

(A138)

(E101)

(G100)

Large Heart Cutter
One single large heart cutter.

(H102)

Heart Cutters (Set of 4)
Comprises of 4 different sized heart cutters.

(H107)

Holly Leaf Cutters (Set of 3)
A set of three single leaf cutters that
compliment the poinsettia and other
traditional Christmas flowers.

(H101)

Ivy Leaf Cutters (Set of 3)
An essential set for anyone making
flowers and leaves.

(I102)
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It’s A Boy Cutter
Create an ‘It's A Boy’ inscription from
just one cutter, no need to cut individual
letters to create your message. Great as a
topper but can also be used as a side
decoration. Celebrate your new arrival
with this easy to use cutter to create a
memorable cake.
It’s A Girl Cutter
Create an 'It's A Girl’ inscription from just
one cutter, no need to cut individual
letters to create your message. Great as a
topper but can also be used as a side
decoration. Celebrate your new arrival
with this easy to use cutter to create a
memorable cake.

Ph 02 9587 1533

(A152)

(A153)

Jumper Cutter
This versatile jumper cutter is perfect for
making a jumper in the colours of a
favourite sports team, a school uniform or
for someone who just likes fun jumpers!

(JUM)

Knife and Scriber Tool
This handy tool will both trim and cut
paste while the scribbler end will mark
out designs.
Mix ‘n’ Match Animal Faces Cutter
Use the famous FMM Mix N Match
animal faces to create hundreds of cute
fondant faces for full size cakes. All you
need is this one cutter and the possibilities
are endless! This innovative cutter is
perfect for mum's, dad's and grandparents
to use with kids for hours of fun.

(204)

Mix ‘N’ Match Large Animal Faces
The Large Animal Face Cutter by FMM
is a revolutionary and innovative ‘all-inone’ cutter designed to make an endless
variety of animal faces. A huge selection
of faces can be created to decorate cupcakes, celebration cakes and cookies.
With a little imagination all you need is
this one cutter.
www.hollywoodcake.com.au
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Mix ‘N’ Match Funny Faces Cutter Set
The Mix ‘n’ Match Funny Face Cutter is a
revolutionary all-in-one cutter designed to
make an endless variety of funny faces. A
huge selection can be created to decorate
cupcakes, celebration cakes and cookies.
With a little imagination, all you need is
this one cutter to create everything from a
pirate to a cute baby.

Ph 02 9587 1533

(M101)

Mr & Mrs Cutter
This 'Mr & Mrs' cutter perfect for creating
distinctive cake toppers! This exciting
new range enables you to create a full
inscription using just one cutter so there's
no need to spend time cutting out
individual letters!

(A150)

Multi-Flower Veiner
Adds veining detail and interest to many
flowers.

(MUL02)

Multi-Ribbon Cutter
This versatile tool will create ribbons
from 3 to 50mm wide with a choice of
plain or wavy line edging also included is
a stitch wheel. It can also be used for
marking out when creating a striped effect
cake to ensure that the strips of sugar
paste are evenly spaced.
Mummy and Baby Owl Cutter Set
Create cute owls to decorate a range of
celebration cakes, cup-cakes, make 3D
decorations for cake top decoration
designs and much more.

Patchwork Cutter Set
Will create many patchwork, quilted &
embroidery effects.

www.hollywoodcake.com.au
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Easiest Peony Ever (with Leaf)
Different sizes of peonies can be made
from this set, simply add more petals, you
can make a peony bud all the way through
to a blooming 70mm flower.

Peony Cutters (Set of 4)
Use these cutters to create a beautiful
Peony flower. This cutter set can be used
to make a Peony using a styrofoam ball to
create a Peony at the bud stage or have a
more 'open' flower using stamens.
Poinsettia Cutters (Set of 7)
An essential cutter for Christmas cakes,
but also the seven leaf shapes can also be
used individually all year round to make
other leaves. Full flower size 120mm.
Primrose Cutters (Set of 2)
Spring would not be complete without
primroses. They can also be made in a
variety of colours to create primulas.

Singapore Orchid Cutter
A fashionable and popular choice for
many brides. Cuts 4 component parts.
Flower size approx.45mm

Ph 02 9587 1533

(P117)

(P116)

(P120)

(P115)

(S104)

Large Star Cutter
Simply cut out and use this striking star
shape.

(S140)

Star Cutters (Set of 4)
Four different sizes of stars 20mm, 30mm,
37mm and 57mm.

(S141)
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Super Hero Cutter
Create popular Superhero themed motifs.
This cutter set on two strips is quick and
easy to use and feature icons such as
lightning bolt, hero badge, spider and
wording including Bang and Pow to name
a few. Perfect for cupcakes or add to
larger cakes to give them a real Zap!
Sweet Pea Cutters
An easy flower to make with the
advantage of using a wide range of
wonderful colours. Flower approx. 30mm

Ph 02 9587 1533

(S101)

(S117)

Rose Leaf Cutters (Set of 3)
A basic set of cutters of rose leaf cutters
for all decorators.

(R103)

Rose Petal Cutters (Set of 5)
These cutters will help you create
beautiful roses quickly and efficiently.
Flower Size Approx 70mm.

(R112)

Large Rose Petal Cutters (Set of 3)
These cutters will enable you to create
beautiful large roses quickly and
efficiently and come in sizes 56, 67 and
78mm.

The Smallest Easiest Rose Ever Cutter

(R113)

(R115)

These cutters have been designed to make
the easiest and quickest sugar roses ever!
The technique for making each of these
sizes is exactly the same.
Using these cutters you can even make
ruffles to create a stunning effect on your
cakes.
The Easiest Rose Ever Cutter

www.hollywoodcake.com.au
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Five Petal Rose Cutters

(R104)
(R106)
(R107)
(R109)
(R111)
(R110)

(35mm)
(40mm)
(50mm)
(65mm)
(75mm)
(90mm)

Skull and Crossbones Cutters (Set of 2)
Skull and cross bone cutters in two different
sizes, ideal for cupcakes, cakepops and
traditional size cakes.

Splat Shape Cutters (Set of 2)
These easy to use Splat cutters are great for
creating funky sugar plaques to decorate
cakes. Use to create muddy puddles and
brightly coloured paint splodges to give the
knockout factor to any cake! Size 60mm &
40mm.
Tiara Cutters (Set of 2)
Creating a Princess cake has never been easier! Two tiara's are included in this set, the
larger one works great as a cake topper but
can also be used to decorate the sides of a
cake to create a delicate lace effect. The
small cutter is ideal for decorating cupcakes
to accompany the main celebration cake.

(SK201)

(SPLAT)

(TIARA)

Train Cutters (Set of 4)
Everything you need to create a fun cake.
The train, passenger carriage, cargo carriage
and wheels are included in this pack. This
train is ideal as a cake topper. It can also
be used to decorate the sides of a cake to
create a lovely birthday or other celebratory
cake.

(TRAIN)

Wow Shape Cutter
Ideal for Superhero nostalgic wording like
"WOW!", "Zap!", "POW!" and "Bang!".
Use also as a plaque to personalise any
celebration or birthday cake for the 'hero'!
Size 100mm x 70mm.

(WOW)
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FMM Ejectors
Blossom Ejector Cutters (Set of 3)
Small blossom cutters that have the
advantage of being used with or without
the ejector.

(B109)

Ejector sold separately.
Daphne Ejector Cutter
A pretty little flower that can be made with
or without the ejector.

(D118)

Ejector sold separately.
Heart Ejector Cutters (Set of 2)
Comprises 2 cutters. Can be used with or
without the ejector.

(H104)

Ejector sold separately.
Lily of the Valley Ejector Cutters (Set of 2)
A traditional flower for many spring and
summer weddings. Can be used with or
without the ejector.

(L116)

Ejector sold separately.
Star Ejector Cutters (Set of 2)
Simply cut out and use this striking star
shape. Comprises 2 cutters and can be used
with or without the ejector.

(S138)

Ejector sold separately.

Ejector/Plunger
Use with ejector cutters to quickly create
your desired shape.

www.hollywoodcake.com.au
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FMM Bead Cutters
No 1 Bead Cutter - Large Pearl (9mm)
This bead cutter is an exceptionally easy
tool to use and will mould a string of
evenly shaped pearls or beads very quickly.

No 2 Bead Cutter - Small Pearl (4mm)
This bead cutter is an exceptionally easy
tool to use and will mould a string of evenly
shaped pearls or beads very quickly.

No 3 Bead Cutter - Tear Drop and
Small Pearl Set
Bead 3 is again a easy tool to use and will
mould a string of evenly shaped beads
and drop pearls.

(B108/1)

(B108/2)

(B108/3)

FMM Textured Lace Cutters
Textured Lace Set 1
Set of 3 embossed lace designs and cutter.

(TEX01)

Textured Lace Set 2
Set of 2 embossed lace designs and cutter.

(TEX02)

Textured Lace Set 3
Set of 3 embossed lace designs and cutter.

(TEX03)
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FMM Straight Frill Cutters
Straight Frill Set 1 - 4
4 endless cutters that will make 8 basic
border designs. The cutters can also be
mixed, matched & overlaid to create
many additional patterns.
Straight Frill Set 5 - 8
4 endless cutters that will make 8 basic
border designs. The cutters can also be
mixed, matched & overlaid to create
many additional patterns.

(F136/1)

(F136/2)

FMM Impression Mats

Impression Mats Set 1
These mats give a tree bark and brick wall
effect. Essential for novelty cakes for
celebratory occasions.

Impression Mats Set 2
These mats give a cobblestone and stone
wall effect. Essential for novelty cakes for
celebratory occasions.

Impression Mats Vintage Lace
Why not wrap a vintage lace look around
your cakes with these easy to use new
impression mats?

www.hollywoodcake.com.au
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FMM Veining Mats
Veining Mats 1 - 4
Adds veining detail to a variety of leaves
and flowers.
Veining Mats 5 - 8
This FMM veining mat set comprises of
Orchid Throat, Sweet Corn, Petal and
Leaf Veining mats. The veining mats
enable the cake decorator to produce
botanically authentic sugar and marzipan
leaves and petals.

(198)

(199)

FMM Alpha and Number Cutters (Tappits)
Alphabet and Numbers Upper Case
A quick & easy way to produce capitals &
numbers.

(A140)

Alphabet Lower Case Cutters
Lower case letters to complete all your
inscriptions.

(A141)

Large Number Cutters
A quick and easy way to produce large
numbers.

(N129)

Art Deco Uppercase Alpha and Numbers
Create elegant Art Deco style upper case
letters and numbers with this set of easy to
use tappits. Height 20mm.

(A149)
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Art Deco Lower Case Alphabet Cutter
Create elegant Art Deco style lower case
letters with this set of easy to use tappits.
Height 15mm
Carnival Alphabet and Number Set
Use this Alphabet and Number Fondant
Cutter to personalize your cakes, bakes
and cookies with this Carnival font. Simply cut strips of fondant approximately
the width of the letters or numbers. The
fondant strip should be placed
vertically and the letter or number will be perpendicular to the fondant.

Ph 02 9587 1533
(A148)

(A154)

Funky Upper Case Alpha and Number
A quick & easy way to produce Alphabet
& Numbers in a Fun & Funky way

(A144)

Funky Lower Case Alphabet Cutter
A easy way to produce names and words
in a funky lower case way.

(A145)

Italic Upper Case Alpha and Number
A quick & easy way to produce italic
capitals & numbers.

(A142)

Italic Lower Case Alphabet Cutter
A quick & easy way to produce lower
case italic letters

(A143)

Old English Upper Case Alpha
and Number
A quick & easy to produce Alphabet &
Numbers in a old English Style.

(A146)
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Old English Lower Case Alphabet
Old English letters to complete all your
inscriptions

(A147)

Pixel Alphabet and Numbers
Create on trend letters and numbers with
our Pixel set to decorate a whole range of
cakes and cookies.

(A139)

FMM Assorted Cutters (Tappits)

Christmas Tappit Cutter
Consists of a Star, Stocking, Dove,
Sleigh, Reindeer, Lamp Candle, Cracker,
Lantern, Icicle & Shooting Star.

Cool Christmas Tappit Cutter
Consists of a Star, Stocking, Dove,
Sleigh, Reindeer, Lamp Candle, Cracker,
Lantern, Icicle & Shooting Star.
Celebration Tappit Cutter
Consists of a Wine Bottle, Wine Glass,
Horseshoe, Swan, Stork with Baby, 3
Lace pieces, Fan Blade & a Butterfly
Wing.
Child’s Play Tappit Cutter
Whether you want to decorate a child's
cake yourself or you want to let the kids
decorate the cake for themselves-this set
of tappits will do the job!
www.hollywoodcake.com.au
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Cheeky Accessories Tappit Cutter
Consists of boots, a bra, garter, mask and
even an Bond girl to name a few of these
cheeky accessories. Ideal to decorate cup
cakes for hen parties and other fun
celebrations.

(TAP1)

Daisy Chain Tappit Cutter
This cutter is designed to make either a
chain of flowers or can be used to make
individual flowers.

(DA02)

Decorative Design Tappit Cutter
Eleven different artistic shapes which can
be used to add interest to any cake.

DIY and Garden Tappit Cutter
Consists of Handsaw, Pliers, Drill, rake,
Fork, Spade, Watering Can, Lawn Mower.

Design-a-Dog Cutter Set
Make endless combinations of dog face
shapes with this cutter set.

Domestic and Farmyard Animal Tappit
Consists of a Hedgehog, Pig, Dog, Hen,
Rabbit, Frog, Sheep, Horse, Duck, Cow,
Squirrel & Cat.

(DD)

(D109)

(DD1)

(F131)

(F133)

Fairytale Tappit Cutter
With this large Fairytale tappit you can
create magical cakes and bakes with a
selection of familiar fairy tale characters
on a handy tappit strip. The range
includes a pretty princess dress, a castle,
a wand and a horse.
www.hollywoodcake.com.au
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Flower and Fruit Tappit Cutter
Consists of a Rose, Strawberry, Cala Lily,
Butterfly, Daisy, Blackberry, Grapes,
Acorns, Carnation, Lily, Morning Glory
& Fantasy Flower.

Foliage Allsorts Tappit Cutter
Consists of twenty different types of
foliage to complement your flowers.

Hearts and Cherubs Tappit Cutter
Consists of 5 Hearts, 3 Cherubs, 2 Stars

Ladies Accessories Tappit Cutter
Consists of a Ring, Hair Brush, Lip Stick,
Hair Dryer, Scissors, Shoes, Hand Mirror,
Sun Glasses, Hand Bag & Summer Hat.
Mens Accessories Tappit Cutter
Consists of a Computer, Mobile Phone,
Camera, Games Controller, Sports Car,
Pocket Watch, Cap, Waist Coat, Umbrella
& Stetson.

Ph 02 9587 1533
(FLO01)

(FLO02)

(H105)

(L117)

(M124)

Marine Tappit Cutter
Consists of a Crab, Anchor, Seahorse,
Starfish, Shell, Octopus, Helm wheel,
Clamshell, Penguin, Dolphin & Shark.

(M128)

Music and Sport Tappit Cutter
Consists of a Football, Fisherman, Golf
Bag, Trophy, Drum, Racing Car, Trumpet,
Guitar, Treble Clef & Musical Note.

(M126)
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Nursery Tappit Cutter
Consists of Two Babys, Dummy, Bottle,
Cot, Booties, Bib, Rattle, Pram & Babies
Face.

(NU01)

Safari Animal Tappit Cutter
Consists of a Giraffe, Rhino, Camel,
Crocodile, Lion, Elephant, Tiger,
Monkey, Panda, Hippo & Kangaroo.

(S105)

Special Occasion Tappit Cutter
Consists of a Mortar Board, Sun, Book,
Pumpkin, Bells, Celtic Cross, Moon,
Cupid, Witch, Ghost, Bat & Scroll.
Toy Set Tappit Cutter
Consists of a Dolls House, Plane, Teddy,
Train, Doll, Yacht Rocking Horse,
Dinosaur, Rabbit & Clown.

(S106)

(TOY)

FMM Embossers
Embossers 4 Word Set - Script
Adds interest, touches of detail and
inscriptions by pressing the embossers
into the cake covering or decoration.
Embossers 3 Word Set - Upper Case
Adds interest, touches of detail and
inscriptions by pressing the embossers
into the cake covering or decoration.
Embossers - Leaves
Adds interest, touches of detail and
inscriptions by pressing the embossers
into the cake covering or decoration.

www.hollywoodcake.com.au
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FMM Press Ice
Ribbon 1 Press Ice
Simply press onto the cake to mark out
royal icing dots that are perfectly spaced.

(PIPD6)

Polka 1 Press Ice
Simply press onto the cake to mark out
royal icing dots that are perfectly spaced.

(PIPD1)

Polka 2 Press Ice
Simply press onto the cake to mark out
royal icing dots that are perfectly spaced.

(PIPD2)

Polka 3 Press Ice
The Polka 3 Press-Ice is ideal for creating
very widely space dot patterns.

(PIPD3)

Polka 4 Press Ice
The Polka 4 Press-Ice is ideal for creating
very widely space dot patterns.

(PIPD4)

Polka 5 Press Ice
The Polka 5 Press-Ice is ideal for creating
very widely space dot patterns.

(PIPD5)

Pattern 1 Diamond
The Diamond Press-Ice design is ideal for
creating Nordic patterns, geometric
patterns, Christmas, seasonal themes, and
‘Bollywood’ creations.

(PID1)

Pattern 2 Zig Zag
The Zig-Zag Press Ice tool is ideal for
creating Nordic patterns, Fairisle designs,
‘Bollywood’ creations, Christmas, seasonal
themes and geometric patterns.
Pattern 3 Drape
The Drape Press-Ice design is ideal for
creating dotty borders, drapes, scalloped
patterns, delicate lace effects and
appliqued floral designs.
www.hollywoodcake.com.au

(PIZZ2)

(PID03)

